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Inspired by the minimal and understated aesthetic of Scandinavian architecture, the 
EIK Collection is quiet yet refined. 

The EIK Collection is created by Jesper Ruban who graduated from the Aarhus School 
of Architecture in Aarhus Denmark in 2012. His interpretation of design is deeply root-
ed in the Danish modernist furniture design and architecture tradition.

He is inspired by the simplicity, honesty, aesthetics and clear lines displayed during 
the modernist period. Furniture design is a delicate balance between functionality, 
quality, and aesthetics.

The furniture industry is fast moving, making it essential to keep ones finger on the 
pulse. Jespers designs reflect current and upcoming trends while also showing inno-
vative and lasting designs.

ABOUT JESPER RUBAN
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EIK DINING
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EIK TABLE WITH EXTENSION

EIK dining table 91935-1
Fixed. Oak, WL 100, black powder coated steel connection.
H75 x W160 x D80 cm   /   H75 x W220 x D95 cm

EIK extension plate 91876-1
Oak, WL 100.
H2,5 x W45 x D95 cm
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Have a closer look at our pop-
ular novelty, EIK dinning table 
made from fair oak wood and 
discover the exquisite details 
and the consistent finish. This 
is a unique example of our 
philosophy - to combine good 
design and craftsmanship.
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EIK SIDEBOARD

Mix fair wood with colored 
front on your sideboard. We 
love to mix and match to give 
the furniture a personal touch.
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The Eik collection has been developed with very high attention to the environment, 
easy assembly and durability.

All proportions and dimensions have been studied carefully to give all pieces a 
classical profound expression and high functionality. The collection is made of sol-
id oak and, where necessary of plywood with veneer. Tabletops come with veneer. 
The Eik furniture is treated with a unique finish, developed and registrated by In-
terstil. Due to the composition of this finish, it has an almost invisible matt surface, 
which is maintenance free. The surface is tested for durability and is stainproof.

We are a company with high standards in regards to conduct. We embrace our 
responsibilities as an international actor in a global world where most production 
takes place. We observe all rules and regulations, and we are a member of all the 
relevant environmental organizations.

ALL ITEMS IN THE EIK COLLECTION ARE DESIGN REGISTRED

OVERVIEW

EUTR

FEATURES, MATERIALS 
& CERTIFICATIONS

EIK sideboard 91877-1
W. 2 sliding doors, oak, WL 100.
TPX 13-4403 Silver grey door.
H78 x W180 x D40 cm

EIK tv-unit 91937-1S
w. 2 sliding doors, oak, WL 100. Assembled.
TPX 13-4403 Silver grey door.
H52 x W180 x D40 cm

EIK dining table 91875
Fixed. Oak, WL 100, black powder coated steel connection.
H75 x W220 x D95 cm   /   H75 x W310 x D95 cm

EIK extension plate 91876-1
Oak, WL 100.
H2,5 x W45 x D95 cm

SILVER 
GREY

MP

BLACK 
POWDER 
COATED

WL 100

Material: Oak + steel + MDF




